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The Internet is so full of 

missinfomashon  
It’s no surprise 

newcomers are confused!



So what are 

We 
Going to talk about? 

Audience participation?



•Wiring Nightmares 

•Installation Mistakes 

•Antennas Issues 

•Common Mode 

•Safe Operating



And a few, 
not so bright 

ideas!



Wiring Nightmares



What do you suppose 

Caused this fire?



Thermolysis in action!

Thermal decomposition of 
the insulation caused by 

heating over time.

Also called Pyrolysis 



Overloaded Wiring: Unintended high-resistance 
faults in wiring can raise the conductor 
temperature to the ignition point of the 

insulation, particularly in bundled cables such 
as the wiring harnesses or the accessory wiring 
under the dash where the heat generated is not 

readily dissipated. This can occur without 
activating the circuit protection. 

National Fire Protection Association



Wiring Rule Number 1 

Never! Ever! 
Use existing vehicle wiring 

To power amateur gear!



Wiring Rule Number 2

Size wire for the peak load! 
That means you 

Limit voltage drop to  
Less than one half volt at rated load! 

[(Rw * .001 * 2L) + 2k] * A = Vd



Prime Example
10 AWG has .9989Ω per 1k 

10 foot long run * 2 (+ and -) 
2 fuses at .002Ω 

2 connections at .002Ω 
22 amps peak draw 

Bottom line… 

.62 volts drop!



Remember This 
Excessive voltage drop 

Increases IMD 
& 

Reduces output power!



Wiring Rule Number 3

Never use the chassis 
For a ground return 

Using the chassis typically adds 
≈1.5 volts of additional drop!



EIS
(Engine Idle Shutoff)



For more information, read 
The Modern Mobile 
On page 35, in the 

May 2015 issue of QST

Do not remove negative fuse!



Do you see anything 
Wrong here?



It will end up looking 
Like this!



Fuse for the average load.

Wiring Rule Number 4

This is an enigma because most 

100 watt transceiver power cables 

use 30 amp fuses. 
Yaesu uses a 25 amp slo-blo fuse 



Hysteresis 
Time between an action, 
and subsequent reaction. 

Ampere Squared 
Seconds 

Expressed as I2T



Should you exchange 

30 amp OEM fuses 

For 20 amp fuses?

The question remains?

If you’ve extended the stock power cable, 
Then the answer is definitely yes!



Never use…

Existing vehicle wiring 
Size for the peak amperage 

Fuse for the average amperage 
Never use the chassis for a return 

Wire to limit voltage drop to .5 volts



Installation Mistakes



Some people do it right!



Good or Bad?



How about this one?



TyWraps at work!



What is wrong here?



Drawbacks 
Not a power source! 

Cannot be fast charged! 
Over voltage, dead short, 

& 
Reverse polarity intolerant!





Would you do this?







Good Alternative!



What the…?





What about this one?



What do you think of this?





•Top of the dash 
•Footwells 
•Cubby holes 
•Storage trays

Don’t use the…

Above all, avoid airbags!



Antenna issues



Good or Bad



your home dipole 
with the legs 
parallel to one 
another? Well…  
This is the mobile 
equivalent!

Question? Would you mount



Antenna Rule #1 
“It is the metal mass 

directly under the antenna,  

not what’s along side 

that counts!”



He saved the hole, 
But spoiled the trunk lid!



Question?
What’s less expensive to repair?  

A nice neat hole, or a new trunk lid?



Drilling a hole in sheet metal 

Is not the end of the world!



Antenna Rule #2 
The start of the ground plane, 

And the coax shield connection, 
Should be congruent.



In other words 

You Don’t Do This!



A ground strap to 
The nearest hard 
Point is not a 
Substitute for a 
Mass of metal 
Under the antenna!

Antenna Rule #3



Ground plane 
established 
at base of 
antenna

Good Alternative!



Is this cap hat installation 
Right or wrong?



Brenton Meadows,VK3CM

Welcome swallows 
(Hirundo neoxena)



So… 
Let’s cover a bit of 

Antenna Theory!



Current flow over a mobile antenna < .20 λ 
Electrical length of 30° ≈ 11 foot 40 meter mobile antenna. 

On the left is a base loaded (auto-coupler-whip?), on the right is a center loaded. 
And forget the notion that a loading coil replaces a given number of antenna degrees!



Antenna Strategies?

Maximize the metal mass under them. 
Ground straps are not a substitute! 
Holes are not the end of the world! 
And, when it comes to efficiency, 
Cap hats are real-world panaceas.



Common Mode

(A mobile operator’s biggest headache)



What is Common Mode? 
RF must return to its source! 

In an ideal coax fed antenna, RF flows 
Out on the surface of the center conductor, 
And back on the inner surface of the shield. 

If an imbalanced occurs, for whatever reason, 
RF flows back on the outer surface of the shield, 
Where it radiates as if it were part of the antenna!



Indelible Fact!
In a mobile scenario, 

The major cause of RFI 
(both ingress and egress)  

is 

Common Mode Current!



Exacerabators!
Lip, clip, post, and mag mounts. 

High ground losses as in hitch mounting.  

Improper or missing bonding straps. 

Lousy coax connector installation. 

Lack of proper choking.



Common Mode Choking 
Is essential!

Anything less, is just that!



Typical responses 

I grounded the antenna! 
  

Oh! And I ran a ground 
strap to the frame!



Don’t think you have 

common mode?

Here’s the way to Measure it!



Not so bright Ideas



What’s wrong here?



Too much wire? 

Why the ground strap? 

No mounting bracket!



Do you really believe this?



Think wind 
Loading!



NVIS? 
In a mobile scenario, using a vertical antenna, 

There is no viable methodology to achieve NVIS!



RF wired like DC?



Never mount transceivers in a box!

Portability?



Safe Operation



One definition of 

Safe Operation is 

Avoiding distraction! 

Please watch this.





Distracted driving is 
Seven times 
Deadlier 

Than drunk driving! 
Please, Operate Safely!



Q & A




